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Installer Details:

FloodlightsLightingAccess
systemq.com

 y 250w
 y 205w SON HQI Lamp Without Igniter

 y Integral Control Gear

Sodium 250W Floodlight
... perfect for external installations

A 250 watt outdoor sodium floodlight in an 
attractive black finish with silver reflector. 
It is constructed of rust proof die cast 
aluminium making it ideal for external 
installations.

SPECIFICATION
Output 250W

Sodium Lamp (Incl.) 
240V  AC 

Die Cast Aluminium 
IP65 Weatherproof 

Black Finish 
Bracket included

H500 x W500 x D220mm

LAM550

Code Description
LAM550 Sodium 250W Floodlight

 y LPF start switch
 y IP65 Weatherproof
 y Hinged Gear Tray
 y Vandal Resistant

Fluorescent 28W Bulkhead
... vandal resistant

A clear prismatic polycarbonate 
diffuser with a white base and 
hinged gear tray. A 28 watt lamp 
is supplied.

SPECIFICATION
Output 28W   Fluorescent Lamp

IP65 Weatherproof
Clear Diffuser and White Base 

Ø296 x H95mm

LAM585

Code Description
LAM585 Fluorescent 28W Bulkhead

 y Standard or Anti-Pet Range Models
 y Extra Long Range Model
 y Black Plastic Build
 y Wall Bracket Included
 y 12V DC 10mA
 y 85 x 90 x 100mm

External PIR Movement Detectors
... great for CCTV & Security Lighting 

Systems

Our PIRs come as either standard, long-range or anti-pet detection. 
These movement detectors allow automatic detection of a visitor/
intruder on a property. They have been tried and tested and produce 
a low record of false alarm triggers, especially in daylight conditions. 
Great for external use, weatherproof. 

CCT865 18m 
max 90°

CCT866 18m max 90° 
flat anti-pet

CCT867 40m max straight 
beam 4m wide at 40m

Anti-petStandard 40m

3 Options to  

choose from!

Code Description
CCT865 18m Standard 90o 12V PIR
CCT866 18m Flat Beam Anti-Pet 12V PIR
CCT867 40m Long Range 5o  12V PIR

CCT865

Introduction to Lighting
Lighting is a critical component to any security system whether it’s used as a deterrent to ward 

off intruders or vandals or simply to enhance the images from your CCTV cameras at night time. 
An IR solution is a great way to see more through your CCTV cameras without having glaring lights 

especially handy in residential areas.

IR LIGHTING
EXPLAINED

TIP
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IR LEDs when built into 
CCTV cameras can give 
illumination in areas with 
no other light source.

The Inverse 
Square Rule

It’s really important to understand that the actual output power of 
the built in IR LEDs is very low, typically 3-10 watts.

But lamps such as the firefly IR range have a 
dual cluster design so you don’t need to 
sacrifice the length of illumination to the 
wide angle of light. 

Effectiveness of IR light rapidly 
decreases with distance. 
In fact if you double the 
distance you get a 1/4 of 
the illumination, this 
is called the inverse 
square rule.
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fireflyir.com
LightingAccess IR
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TIP

Cloudy Night
0.0001 lux

Clear Night (no moon)
0.001 lux

Crescent Moon
0.01 lux

Full Moon
0.1 lux

Street Lighting
1 - 10 lux

Indoor Lighting
100 - 1000 lux

Overcast Day
100 - 10,000 lux

Sunny (some clouds)
10,000 - 100,000 lux

Sunny
100,000 lux

Question: Why is lighting important and how can I measure 
lux levels for my CCTV installation?
Answer: Various sources of light produce different lux levels. This is an important consideration 
when installing CCTV cameras. A Lux Meter is a handy way to measure lighting levels.  It is important to 
remember that what a camera will see isn’t just dependent on the ambient light level or intensity of 
your light source, it is also related to the reflectivity of the object that is being illuminated and viewed.
 A white object will be more visible than the same object in black. For example: soil is around 30% reflective where as 
fresh snow is nearer 90%.

Powerful Bullet-Style IR Lamps
... up to 90m range for use in or outdoors!

 y Dual Voltage (auto-switch)
 y 850 or 940nM Options
 y Bracket Included
 y Graphite Grey Finish

This discreet TrueBlack "no glow" 940nM IR lamp is in an attractive bullet 
design that looks the part in or outdoors.

SPECIFICATION
12V DC 600mA
24V AC 300mA

2.4W Output
850nM IR

60M Range
Body: 154 x 68 x 

61mm

FREE 
Mounting  

Bracket  
Included!

TrueBlack "No Glow" 
940nM Model

LAM920G

Code IR Output IR Range Size
LAM920G 6W, 940nM Up to 90m 154 x 68 x 61mm

IR LED Dome Lamps
... internal use - ceiling or wall mount

 y Dual Voltage - Auto Switching
 y Polar White Finish

A powerful Firefly dome IR 
illuminator with an IR output 
of 1.8w at 850nM. Great for 
internal surveillance as it covers 
a large area in all directions with 
a range of up to 60m sq.

Choice of frequencies: 
1. 850nM for high power
2. 940nM for “no glow” LEDs.

Dimensions: H60 x D101 mm

SPECIFICATION
12V DC \ 24V AC 2.8W Output

Up to 120m sq
 120 - 180 degrees
101 x 101 x 60mm

Ceiling/Wall 
Mount Design

TrueBlack Invisible  
IR wavelength

LAM860W

Code IR Output IR Range Size

LAM860W 1.8W, 850nM Up to 60m2 Ø101 x 60mm
LAM870W 2.8W, 850nM Up to 120m2 Ø101 x 60mm


